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Conventions.
All vector spaces are assumed to have nonzero elements.
The term measure will always denote a regular bounded Borel measure.
We use 8iq) for the point measure at q.
1 P,(V) ={/ 6 V*\ ll/ll < 1, fix) > 0 for each x > 0}
and EPAV) be its extreme points. We take EPj(V)+ = EPj(V) -i0}, ZiV) = weak* closure of EPj(V)+.
Since P,(V) is a simplex, each ç £ P.(V) is the resultant of a unique maximal probability measure p. . We take n = p. -p. (i0})5(0). If V is separable, ii is supported by EP xiV) and zr by EPÁV) .
We may characterize V as the set of affine continuous functions on ZiV) vanishing at zero. Hence V = {f e CiZiV))\fiq) = 77qif) for each q e Z(V) -EP^X
We shall always assume that XiV) is given the weak* topology relative to ciziv)).
We will be using the following Last, we need show that r/> is an isometry to complete the proof. Let n em e A*. Then
For any Borel B C E -Y, using (1.7) and (1.8), we get
Thus, we finally get \\<f>{m)\\ < |n| (E -Y) + |n| iZ -E) + \n\(Y) = |n| (Z) = ||«||.
Since ||m|| = infnera||n||, we have ||w|| = \\<f>{m)\\.
The same proof also establishes the following [cf. 7, Theorem 1.2].
Corollary 1.5. Let V, Z, E be as in Theorem 1.4. Let X be a closed proper subset of Z -E. Let x -> fi be a weak* continuous map of X into P^iCiZ)). Let X = X,UX2 where X2 = '* e ^l^x = ^x^-We assume 1. For each x e XDiZ -E), ¡i = 77 .
2. For each x e X,, /^(XjLHZ -E)) = 0.
XjU(Z -E)/Z.
Then A = ¡/ £ V\ fix) = // (/) for each x e X\ is a nontrivial simplex space with the relative norm and order. Further, A* is isometrically order isomorphic to C*iZ; XjU(Z-E)). However, this contradicts the assumptions that pif) > 0 and v > /.
We are now prepared for our characterization. 
